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Answer all Ouestions (Use complete equations & clear sketches)

Ouestion ( 1 )
a) Compute the mean radius of curvature along'the line AB , given that:

Qe =25" 13' 28' N , en =25o 40' 59" I{ ,

&ea =10" 18' 26" , dne=190o 40' 39" , a-6378137.004 f=zsa.zsts
b) Given that the Earth's radius is 6359.109 km. Using two methods, compute the spheroidal

excessof  thet r iangle ABC. i f  :  AB =27.116 km, AC =31.428 km, BC =33.006 km

Ouestion ( 2 )

a) If the difference in longitude between

meridians of the two points, given that:

go =23" ro'  4l '  N er =23"

t2sl
D & E is 19' 15". determine the conversence of

NTJ"1 A l

b) Calculatethemeanradiusof curvatureatpoint C , i f  Q, =29" l7'19" N and:

a=6378136.231 m , I=297.8892.r
Then, compute the mean radius of curvature at a point on the Equator.

Ouestion ( 3 )
a) Discuss the difference between the 2D angular and mapping coordinates.
b) Compare between the 3D Cartesian and curvilinear coordinares,

tlsl

c) Expalin the ible transformation parameters betweeen any t$.o 3D Cartesian

Ouestion ( 4 )
a) Define the local geodetic, geodetic and geocentric coordinate systems,
b) Discuss both the 2D- and 3D approaches in geodetic position computations.

advantages of the 3D approach,

tlsl

Mention the

c) Explain the 2D inverse geodetic problem.

Ouestion ( 5 )
a) Show the relation between the 3D-curvilinear

corresponding Cartesian coordinates,
b) Discuss the coordinate transformation from the

coordinate system.

coordinates of a given

local geodetic system to

l lsl
point and the

the geocentric
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